
1.1 - Mentioned Dharmakshetra and not yuddha kshetra... clearly refers to the story of 
virtues or war of virtues and vices. 

1.2 - if this is the fight between good and evil, why the evil greater in number is afraid? what 
is the king of evil afraid of? 

1.3 - Drona / acharya - represents our learning source.  perhaps it's the external world that 
teaches us both good and evil. Pandavas are handful good virtues and kauravas many vices 

Drona perhaps signifies the world as a teacher. More evils (kauravas) exist in the world and 
hence the teacher fights along with the evil. Virtues should fight against the teacher of 
external world. 

1.7 - the evil king is also our justification mind that generally appeals to our intellect 
(dwijothama - also to mean one to take second birth in intellect). it tries to give reasons why 
it's useless to fight the more powerful. e.g. waking up in the morning, the justification mind 
gives a lot of reasons to sleep long. 

1.10 - Bhishma comes from bhishan meaning fierce or ferocious coupled with strength. 
Bheema signifies just strength. 

Evil king is justifying that the army of vices lead my bhishma is unlimited; and leading 
virtues army Bheema is limited. 

1.11 - protect Bhishma = protect fierce / ferocious ... temperament? isn't that a primitive 
instinct? Bhishma also was very old... this shloka should represent protecting some vice that 
is evolutionarily old. 

1.12 - this strengthens the interpretation of Bhishma being a primitive instinct... sounding 
the horn of war is very primitive instinct kicking in to act fiercely 

1.19 - this is essentially what Sanjaya (meaning the victorious) sees. 

Movie 300 story - the victorious are driven by purpose, mission and vision. that is a stronger 
force than anything. folks on Pandava side were fighting for their own beliefs. Spartacus 
story connection... Spartacus was not an individual at the end of the war.. he was an idea 
and everyone that identified with the idea saw themselves as Spartacus. 

kauravas army was either fighting for a king out of reward / punishment or were fighting 
due to perceived loyalty or image of self-identity. Weak attitude  to win wars. 

1.20 - first indications of getting cold feet. amplification of strength to hide weakness. 
thoughts about self creates self doubt. the action performed with detachment is key to 
victory... archery lesson. shoot in a thoughtless state focusing just on the process. 



1.21-22 - even the visual of standing between vice and virtue is so symbolic of our own 
struggles when we are weak in confidence, determination or just uncertain. 

arjuna = subject / patient = all of us... the readers who wish to find solutions or be treated. 

achutha - changeless is probably our own inner self or voice of divine reason. 

1.23 - confirms the earlier observation of 300 / Spartacus story. kaurava army was driven by 
reward / punishment / identity / loyalty. 

applies to our actions as well. anything that is done with the above drivers are generally 
weak. 

1.26 - note how we always are attached to our vices. perceive them through strong 
relationships. 

e.g gluttony - our love for excess and unhealthy food knows no bound. so is the case with 
fame and money. our attachment to these things are intense, deep and goes long back. 

1.28-29 - elements of justification - physical changes and resulting physical weakness. 

apparently these are the symptoms of anxiety-state-neurosis. 

1.30 - justification elements - bad omens or seeing things not going right. acceptance of 
bhrama or illusion. 

1.31 - elements of justification - disinterest in outcome and compelling reason for that. e.g. 
even if I lose weight, what's the big deal... it's not worth all the pain. 

1.32 - 34 - justification elements - no good beneficiaries of this action. 

1.35 - justification elements- acceptance of the worst outcome supported by a compelling 
reason. 

there is always a great tendency to glorify one's own weaknesses with some convenient 
angelic name and divine prose. 

there is also perhaps fear of losing the existing reputation, in case of arjuna being an 
indefetable warrior. 

1.36 - justification elements- adverse consequences from potential outcome. 

1.37 - justification elements - strengthening conclusion by various other means. 



here we / arjuna is looking for external validation for the conclusion... in this case arjuna ... 
we would be doing similar justification with our own intellect or people we are close to. 

1.40 - justification elements- family / society is a very strong force and bringing in that 
perspective for eventual consequence further strengthens the conclusion. 

1.42 - justification elements - very strong to bring in not only society / family but also 
ancestors... this is heights of justification to evade action. 

with such a strong force, any common man would choose inaction... in such a situation of 
justification from almost all sides... only an expert can tackle the situation. 

1.43 - jaathi= a grouping based on common characteristics. 

dharma= natural characteristics. the dharma of fire is to burn. 

jaathidharma= group of people doing similar activities based on skill, talent and perhaps 
education. 

arjuna is worried about losing the excellence built in various groups. loss of purity of work, 
culture products etc. 

in today's context can be thought of as companies, universities, factories, specializing in a 
focused area. 

war definitely impacts economies... skill and talent is generally lost / displaced. 

1.44 - justification elements - blind belief in hear-say 

1.45 - justification elements- moral backing for decision. seen as greed is driving action. 

higher education - not to do justification can be have to take care of family, cannot leave 
family and friends etc. 

not going to gym justification can be have to take care of children. 

1.46 - justification elements- complete acceptance / surrender to the eventual outcome. 

death is a great threat... if that threat is gone / accepted, and rewards cannot motivate, very 
difficult to get anyone to do anything. 

 


